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Welcome Saratoga Racing Fans!
Thank you for purchasing the 2018 Travers Day Wagering Guide from Saratoga presented
by Guaranteed Tip Sheet!
This guide will highlight all seven stakes races from Saratoga, including the Grade 1, $1,250,000
Travers Stakes, on August 25, 2018, and provide the following:
1. Top Contenders - Positives & negatives, analyses, and notes (including injuries) on the top
horses (with Morning Line odds listed next to each horse’s name).
2. Value Plays & Longshots - Analyses and notes on the mid-range to longshot horses and all
of the entries for each race (with Morning Line odds listed next to each horse’s name).
3. Pace - List of the early speed, stalkers, and closers, along with an analysis of the expected
pace scenario. Horses are listed in order of expected early speed in each category. Expected
field size is also listed here.
4. The Play - Analysis on ways to approach and wager on the race.
5. Picks - Picks and custom wagering strategies.
The race page numbers are given below for easy reference. Purse, distance, age restrictions, and
post times are listed for each race, too.
For questions and to discuss more, feel free to visit guaranteedtipsheet.com.
Feel free to follow us at @guaranteed_tip_sheet on Instagram
Please bet responsibly. Never wager more than you can afford to lose.
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TRAVERS STAKES (G1)
Purse:

$1,200,000

Distance:
Age:

1 1/4 Miles (Dirt
3-Year-Olds

Post Time:

Race 11: 5:44 EST

TOP CONTENDERS
#2 Wonder Gadot (ML 5-1) – is two-for-two at the distance and 100% in-the-money (ITM) for 2018 (8: 2-4-2). If the last race is an
indication of a switch in running style to early speed, he might try to wire the field like he did in his last. Gadot put a bullet work at the SPA
coming into this race and will need to run his best to be first to the wire.
#3 Gronkowski (ML 4-1) – ran second to Justify in the Belmont Stakes, but has been on break since. That’s not too big a
worry as Trainer Chad Brown wins at 28% with ponies on 45-90-day layoffs. At the Belmont. He came from way back, which
might not be the best fit for Saratoga Dirt. Also, would feel better if one of Brown’s top jocks got the mount. None the less,
Gronk should enter the ITM picture down the stretch.
#9 Good Magic (ML 2-1) – is likely to run in the top two or three out of the gate, which is the preferred place for dirt, Saratoga routes.
Lifetime, he’s seven-of-eight in the money, including a second at the Kentucky Derby. The one out of the money effort, 1 3/16 on the slop
at the Preakness. Chad Brown puts one of his go to jocks on Magic, tells you what he thinks. Good Magic should be a contender all the
way around the track.
#10 Tenfold (ML 8-1) – has done his best work when he rates, which should be fairly easy with only two, maybe three, reluctant frontrunners in the group. It’s his second start after a short break, meaning there is room for improvement. To have a shot at the W, Tenfold will
need to be fourth or better by the ½ mile marker, and that’s about where we expect him to be.

VALUE PLAYS & LONGSHOTS
#4 Bravazo (ML 12-1) – has put together two straight triple digit speed ratings, the only horse to do so. It’s his second outing after a
layoff, meaning he could be better than his last and make three-straight 100+s. We think something around 105 will be the winning total.
#5 Vino Rosso (ML 10-1) - will be closing late but has finished behind many others in the race. Best chance is for a hot, early pace
and then outrun the likes of Gronkowski to the wire.
#7 King Zachary (ML 15-1) - gives his best effort late. In the few where he’s faced similar quality, he’s struggled to find the board.
Trainer Dale Romans wins at 30% with beaten favs, Zach’s fate last out. It’s possible he fills out the backend of tri/superfecta.
#11 Catholic Boy (ML 8-1) - Has only run three of his eight races on the dirt, with an impressive win, and a second ahead of
Rosso. Trainer Jonathan Thomas doesn’t race many but brings real contenders to stake races with a 44%-win percentage. Catholic
boy has shown he can run early or rate and still find the finish-line. Castellano is one of the SPA’s best and has fared well on longer
races.

Pace:

• Early Speed: Trigger Warning, Mendelssohn
• Stalkers: Wonder Gadot, Bravazo, Meistermind, Good Magic, Tenfold, Catholic Boy
• Closers: Gronkowski, Vino Rosso, King Zachary

Field Size: 11

Trigger Warning will likely jump out to the lead early and get a call from the announcer, and that could be the last you hear of him.
Mendelssohn could takeover from there and last until the ¾ pole, maybe a little longer, and that’s when the big boys will make their
move.

The Play: We think the winner is likely to come from the mid-pack, Wonder Gadot, Good Magic and, on the
outside, Catholic Boy are the most likely candidates. Gronkowski should enter the scene late and could put some
heat the leader and make it close at the wire. However, he will likely need to stay closer to the pack then he did at the
Belmont as the pace is likely to be moderate.
Distance/Surface Bias: Only two races at distance meet-to-date.
Most Wins by Post Position: Only two races at distance meet-to-date.

PICKS
PICK ORDER

M/L ODDS

HORSE #

HORSE NAME

WIN

2-1

9

Good Magic

PLACE

4-1

3

Gronkowski

SHOW

8-1

11

Catholic Boy

WILD CARD

5-1

2

Wonder Gadot

ALTERNATE 1

8-1

10

Tenfold

ALTERNATE 2

12-1

4

Bravazo
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3,9/2,3,9,11
TRIFECTA:
3,9/3,9,11,2,3,4,9,11
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Sword Dancer (G1)
Purse:

$1,000,000

Distance:

1 1/2 Miles (Inner Turf)

Age:

3-Year-Olds and Up

Post Time:

Race 10: 4:49 EST

TOP CONTENDERS
#2 Spring Quality (ML 4-1) – can run any style, and that should work to his benefit in a field full of horses that like view from the back.
If pace dictates, jockey Edgar Prado is likely to have Spring near the lead. If the pace is hot, then Prado has a horse that can hold his fire
for a late run. Has shown he can win either way.
#4 Hi Happy (ML 6-1) – well beaten favorite on the Toga Inner Turf last time, just didn’t fire. Seven wins in 12 lifetime turf
starts and $1 million in winnings says the odds are low he disappoints twice. With so many closers, the front runners could set a
moderate to slow early pace and give the late arrives nothing to run into.
#7 Channel Maker (ML 5-1) – comes from way back, where he should find a lot of company today. However, best results have come
when he sits a little closer to the pace. Has improved second off a layoff three straight. He won (dead heat) first off against many in this
group. Any improvement and…
#10 Sadler's Joy (ML 7/2) – likes to arrive late to the party with a grand finale. He’s finished in the top three eight of the last 10
races, all in similar fashion, but only two wins; seems to prefer second and third.

VALUE PLAYS & LONGSHOTS
#1 Glorious Empire (ML 10-1) – the rail wins inner turf races at 23%, which is hard to ignore. The race starts 2/3rds the way through a
turn, giving inside horses a distinctive advantage. It’s very likely Glorious gets to the first two turns first. These longer races tend to set
slow early fractions, add in a field full of closers, and he could have his way.
#3 Funtastic (ML 9/2) - has only recently assumed early speed status, wiring two straight after trying rating and closing styles to
begin career. Funtastic seems to be having fun on the front and we expect more of the same today.
#6 Bigger Picture (ML 8-1) - finished third in this race last year and adds to the group of late runners. Has run nothing but grade 1, 2 or
3 in last 10, but has been cold in 2018, five starts with a win and a show. Will need to more to match last year’s result.

Pace:

• Early Speed: Glorious Empire, Funtatstic, Hi Happy
• Stalkers: Spring Quality
• Closers: Highland Sky, Bigger Picture, Channel Maker, Seahenge, Revved Up, Sadler’s Joy

Field Size: 10

The top three speed horses, Glorious Empire, Funtatstic and Hi Happy can set pretty much any pace that they want. We expect the trio
to go out cautiously and steal slow fractions knowing most of the others are content to come late. If times are slow enough, it could be
a three-way sprint to the finish line.

The Play: It’s hard to ignore the rail bias. Glorious Empire should be able to control the pace and have enough left to
outrun them to the wire, like he did last time. He’s won both of his Saratoga Inner turf efforts. Is a horse for the course.
Spring Quality’s versatility will keep him in the race and should be able to get and stay in front of the late arrivals.
Distance/Surface Bias: No race at the Distance and Surface meet-to-date
Most Wins by Post Position: No race at the Distance and Surface meet-to-date

PICKS
PICK ORDER

M/L ODDS

HORSE #

HORSE NAME

WIN

10-1

1

Glorious Empire

PLACE

4-1

2

Spring Quality

SHOW

5-1

7

Channel Maker

WILD CARD

6-1

4

Hi Happy

ALTERNATE 1

7/2

10

ALTERNATE 2

9/2

3
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EXACTA:
1,2,4,7 BOX
TRIFECTA:
1,2,7,4/1,2/1,2,4,7,10

Sadler's Joy
Funtastic
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Forego (G1)
Purse:

$600,000

Distance:

7 Furlongs (Dirt)

Age:

3-Year-Olds and Up

Post Time:

Race 9: 4:12 EST

TOP CONTENDERS
#1 Limousine Liberal (ML 3-1) – has won five of his last 10 races, but just missed the last two-times he made his first start off a
vacation; finish second and third by a neck. Liberal put in three workouts since his last, including two straight bullets on July 28th and
August 14th.
#3 Whitmore (ML 4-1) – is a consistent winner, taking first-place in 10 of 21 lifetime starts, including nine of 17 on fast dirt.
Preferred running style isn’t best for 7-furlong bias, and we don’t expect a crazy pace upfront. He might need to run closer to the lead
than usual.
#5 No Dozing (ML 12-1) – just ran his best speed rating, ever, in his first outing following a seven-month break. That’s eye-catching.
History says the odds are he improves second time out, which means the others would need their best to get by.

#8 City of Light (ML 9/5) – eight races, four wins and a million bucks. That’s a line any owner would take. His workouts are littered with
bullet dots and should be the main benefactor of Saratoga’s 7-furlong bias. His last two speed efforts are best one-two in the field, very
playable angle.

VALUE PLAYS & LONGSHOTS
#2 Awesome Slew (ML 10-1) – is one of those horses that’s easy to overlook in the program, but not in the final running order. Slew
lumbers along and comes on late to steal a piece of the money.
#6 C Z Rocket (ML 9/2) - has done his best with Shaun Bridgmohan in the irons. He’s a $800,000 horse waiting to live up to his price
tag. A repeat of his last would make C Z a serous threat and get some ROI for his owners.
#7 Warrior's Club (ML 10-1) - back to back triple-digit speed numbers, but not enough to get home first. Improved early fractions in last
could point to better results today.

Pace:

• Early Speed: Heartwood, City of Light
• Stalkers: Limousine Liberal, No Dozing, C Z Rocket
• Closers: Awesome Slew, Whitmore, Warrior’s Club

Field Size: 8

It’s all about City of Light and whoever decides to try keep up. Heartwood might try but doesn’t have the staying power. C Z Rocket
could be the one to challenge, if he lives up to price-tag.

The Play: City of Light is the class of the field. At his best, it’s City and the rest. No Dozing and C Z Rocket look like the
are on serious form upswings. If there is a surprise, most likely comes from this pair.
Distance/Surface Bias: 32% of races were won wire-to-wire: Average 1st Call 1.9 – 2nd Call 1.6.
Most Wins by Post Position: 4 (22.8%) 5 (20%) 6 (20%).

PICKS
PICK ORDER

M/L ODDS

HORSE #

HORSE NAME

WIN

9/5

8

City of Light

PLACE

9/2

6

C Z Rocket

SHOW

12-1

5

No Dozing

WILD CARD

3-1

1

Limousine Liberal

ALTERNATE 1

4-1

3

Whitmore

ALTERNATE 2

10-1

2

Awesome Slew
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EXACTA:
8/1,5,6
TRIFECTA:
8/1,6,5/1,2,3,5,6
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Ketel One Ballerina (G1)
Purse:

$500,000

Distance:

7 Furlongs (Dirt)

Age:

3-Year-Olds and Up - Fillies and Mares

Post Time:

Race 8: 3:35 EST

TOP CONTENDERS
#5 Finley'sluckycharm (ML 3-1) – is likely to be the public’s choice at post-time, as she came off a two-and-a-half-month rest to
smoke a triple-digit-effort at 6-furlongs on TOGA dirt. She pulled away by two-and-a-half, so stretching out should benefit, right?
Well, last two second efforts off a break weren’t so good, fourth and fading, ninth by 13.
#6 Lewis Bay (ML 3-1) – gets the dynamic duo of jockey Irad Ortiz and trainer Chad Brown, winning at 33% last 60-days. Only
run around Saratoga was blah but has improved a ton since. As one of two get-out-of-the-gate-and-go runners, has a real shot to
add to the wire-to-wire numbers.
#7 Marley's Freedom (ML 5/2) – Bob Baffert usually brings quality to the best races, that’s why he wins at 33% with shippers.
Marley’s is making the cross-county trip from California to Saratoga. For some horses, it ain’t nothing; for others, it’s everything. She’ll
try to rate off the early pace, which is her norm. If she’s second or third at the ½ mile marker, you know it ain’t nothing; fifth or worse,
it’s everything.
#9 Highway Star (ML 10-1) – has won three of six at the distance, with two seconds, but hasn’t won at the SPA; two starts with a place
and show. First start off a layoff hasn’t been strong suit. Stout August workouts on Saratoga dirt suggest she’s ready to run.

VALUE PLAYS & LONGSHOTS
#2 Ivy Bell (ML 5-1) – has run first or second in eight of last 10. Her best efforts have come from way back. If the pace upfront is
hot, and she’s trailing the pack and within striking distance, late kick could be enough to make it 5/5 ITM at the distance (4: 2-2-0).
#3 Still There (ML 12-1) - Three races on the dirt, three wins; one race on the turf and, you guessed it, no W, sixth by 12. She’s
back on the preferred surface and should be in the mix early.
#4 Cairenn (ML 15-1) - ten straight in-the-money finishes. She’ll be trying to make up ground late, but does she have enough to pass
the pack?

Pace:

• Early Speed: Finley’sluckycharm, Lewis Bay
• Stalkers: Ivy Bell, Still There, Marley’s Freedom, Highway Star
• Closers: Tequilita, Cairenn, Union Strike

Field Size: 9

Finley’sluckycharm and Lewis Bay are likely to slug it out from the get-go. Both can wire the field; however, Lewis Bay has a
history of fading without the lead at the ½ mile marker. Still There and Marley’s Freedom should be right behind with the Baffert
horse ready to pounce late.

The Play: If Marley’s Freedom takes to the surface, she should be able to chase down Finley’sluckycharm and
Lewis Bay. If not, the duo of front runners can race around the track one-two all the way to the wire. Highway Star
and Cairenn are the most likely to bring the heat late and run them down at the wire if the top-two punch each other
out.
Distance/Surface Bias: 32% of races were won wire-to-wire: Average 1st Call 1.9 – 2nd Call 1.6.
Most Wins by Post Position: 4 (22.8%) 5 (20%) 6 (20%).

PICKS
PICK ORDER

M/L ODDS

HORSE #

HORSE NAME

WIN

5/2

7

Marley's Freedom

PLACE

3-1

5

Finley'sluckycharm

SHOW

15-1

4

Cairenn

WILD CARD

3-1

6

Lewis Bay

ALTERNATE 1

10-1

9

Highway Star

ALTERNATE 2

5-1

2

Ivy Bell
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EXACTA:
5,7/4,5,6,7
TRIFECTA:
5,7/4,5,6,7/4,5,6,7,9
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Personal Ensign (G1)
Purse:

$700,000

Distance:

1 1/8 Miles (Dirt)

Age:

3-Year-Olds and Up - Fillies and Mares

Post Time:

Race 7: 2:59 EST

TOP CONTENDERS
#1 Abel Tasman (ML 6/5) – changed it up in her last. Normally, she likes to rate and run late. Instead, Abel stayed up front, capturing
the lead at the ¼ pole and never gave it up, winning by a cool seven, A change in running style can be a hint that a horse is reaching peak
fitness. Abel’s been on break since June 9th, but Baffert usually brings them ready.
#4 Wow Cat (ML 4-1) – was a beaten, heavy-favorite in her first race outside of Chile, where she was eight-for-eight to the
tape first. The competition stiffened at Saratoga, but Wow missed making it nine-for-nine by a neck. Chad Brown has been the
king of the current meet, but second off layoff hasn’t been strength – 14% winners.
#5 Farrell (ML 6-1)– edged out Wow Cat in the Grade 3 Shuvee. She likes to get to the front and try to outlast the stalkers/
closers as strides shorten. Farrell beat Wow Cat out of the gate last time and will need to do so again to make most of the wire-towire bias.
#6 Elate (ML 7/5) – when she wins, she wins by a lot. Her four victories have been by 3 ¼, 8 ¼, 5 ½, and 5 ½ lengths. In two SPA
races, she’s got a W by 5 ¼ running the highest speed figure in the field, and a second by a neck to Abel Tasman. Her average output
makes her a top competitor, her best would be tough to beat.

VALUE PLAYS & LONGSHOTS
#2 She Takes Heart (ML 50-1) – doesn’t seem like she has the firepower to compete with upper-level contenders. Ran seventh by
24 lengths in only Graded Stakes race.

#3 Furiously Kissed (ML 20-1) - best chance to compete is on a off track, where she’s won twice in five starts (5: 2-1-2). Outside of
wetness, hard to make a case for an in-the-money finish.

Pace:

• Early Speed: Wow Cat, Farrell
• Stalkers: She Takes Heart, Elate
• Closers: Abel Tasman, Fuhriously Kissed

Field Size: 6

When they met July 29th, Farrell got two lengths on Wow Cat from the jump. Farrell likes the lead and we don’t think that’s going to
change today. If Abel Tasman tires the upfront style again, she could very well put the top two in her rearview mirror; although, we
think the odds are higher that she reverts to her closing ways. Keep an eye on Elate, if she’s close by the ½ mile maker, could be
ready for another romp with Abel trying to ride on her coattails.

The Play: Farrell plays catch-me-if-you can. In a field where she is the purest front-runner, she has an opportunity to set
the pace favorable to her. The problem is, moderate fractions will keep the likes of Abel Tasman, Wow Cat and Elate closer
to the front and allow the trio to plan their attack.
Distance/Surface Bias: 36% of races were won wire-to-wire: Average 1st Call 2.0 – 2nd Call 1.4.
Most Wins by Post Position: 2 (22.7%) 6 (20.5%) 1 (18%) 3 (18%).

PICKS
PICK ORDER

M/L ODDS

HORSE #

HORSE NAME

WIN

7/5

6

Elate

PLACE

4-1

4

Wow Cat

SHOW

6/5

1

Abel Tasman

WILD CARD

6-1

5

ALTERNATE 1

20-1

3

Furiously Kissed

ALTERNATE 2

50-1

2

She Takes Heart
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Farrell

EXACTA:
4,6/1,4,5,6
TRIFECTA:
4,6/1,4,5,6/1,4,5,6
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H. Allen Jerkens Memorial (G1)
Purse:

$500,000

Distance:

7 Furlongs (Dirt)

Age:

3-Year-Olds

Post Time:

Race 6: 2:23 EST

TOP CONTENDERS
#1 Promises Fulfilled (ML 8/5) – should be one of the early front-runners, a style that fits Saratoga’s 7-furlong dirt bias. He came off a
short break to run his best speed rating, a possible sign a horse has stepped up a performance level. The peak performance came on
Fulfilled’s lone trip at the SPA, perhaps a horse for the course.
#3 Engage (ML 4-1) – was the betting favorite last out against Promises Fulfilled in the Grade 3 Amsterdam and ran a distant
second. However, he had an excuse as Engage hit the gate out of the box. His closing style is not the best fit bias wise, but he’s never
finished worse than second in seven races. Engage will make his statement in the stretch.
#7 Still Having Fun (ML 6-1) – is another that will make up strides down the stretch. He is one of four in this field to hit a triple-digit
speed rating, giving Fun a higher ceiling than some who may have lower post-time odds. Although he hasn’t raced in two months, he won
with ease the last time he came off the bench. Two recent bullet works suggest Still Having Fun is ready to run again.
#8 Firenze Fire (ML 5/2)– won the Grade 3 Dwyer by a cool nine-lengths; got a feeling he left some in the tank. Trainer Jason Servis
wins at 28% with horses resting for 46-90 days, Fire last raced July 7th. Jockey Irad Ortiz has performed well at the distance/surface and
hit the winner’s circle 31% in the last 60-day with Servis.

VALUE PLAYS & LONGSHOTS
#2 Telekinesis (20-1) – Tas mentioned in race bias section, early speed has a distinct advantage at the distance/surface. Although his
numbers are average to below for this field, he will be out of the gate early and shortening up from 1 ¼. His early fractions improved
substantially in his last race at Woodbine, but the extra-early effort took his legs out late, finishing fifth by nine.
#6 Gidu (ML 10-1) - has never run on the dirt, but he also will look to take advantage of his early speed. A recent bullet work, ranking
first out of 60 at 4-furlongs, suggests the surface switch won’t slow Gidu down when the gun goes off.

Pace:

• Early Speed: Promises Fulfilled, Telekinesis, Gidu
• Stalkers: Engage, Seven Trumpets
• Closers: Givemeaminit, Still Having Fun, Firenze Fire, Funny Duck

Field Size: 9

Promises Fulfilled’s fractions put him at the quarter poll first. Telekinesis and Gidu are likely to be neck-and-neck racing for that second
spot. Early pace will probably need to be fair-to-moderate for Tele and/or Gidu to hold off quality stalkers.

The Play: Promises Fulfilled gets out to the early lead and sets quick fractions, the pace is a bit hot for the other front
runners. Engage – well, engages the leaders by the ¾ pole and takes the lead late. Firenz Fire tackles tired legs late as well,
and Still Having Fun comes from the back and tries to circle the field, but might be a little too far back at the start to make a
play for the Win.
Distance/Surface Bias: more than 33% of races were won wire-to-wire; 57% of winners ran first or second at the quartermile pole.
Most Wins by Post Position: 4 (22.8%) 5 (20%) 6 (20%).

PICKS
PICK ORDER

HORSE #

HORSE NAME

4-1

3

Engage

PLACE

8/5

1

Promises Fulfilled

SHOW

5/2

8

Firenz Fire

WILD CARD

6-1

7

Still Having Fun

ALTERNATE 1

10-1

6

ALTERNATE 2

20-1

2

WIN

M/L ODDS
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EXACTA:
1,3/1,3,7,8
TRIFECTA:
1,3/1,3,8/1,2,3,6,7,8

Gidu
Telekinesis
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Woodford Reserve Ballston Spa (G2)
Purse:

$400,000

Distance:
Age:

1 1/16 Miles (Turf)
3-Year-Olds and Up - Fillies and Mares

Post Time:

Race 12: 6:20 EST

TOP CONTENDERS
#1 A Raving Beauty (ML 7/5) – Trainer Chad Brown and jockey Irad Ortiz are the Saratoga dynamic duo, winning at 32% in the last 60days. Although the rail hasn’t won, one could argue it’s due? Two straight, triple-digit efforts and oddsmaker put her as the one to beat.
#5 Quidura (ML 4-1) – she nearly wired the field as a beaten, heavy favorite. She improved in her second attempts after a
hiatus, including a 101-speed rating in a Grade 1, second-place on Saratoga grass. If she follows trend, could be ready to fire
top effort.
#6 Off Limits (ML 3-1)– she’ll be closing late for trainer Chad Brown. The last two first starts off a layoff weren’t so good,
including a fourth to A Raving Beauty and Proctor’s Ledge.

VALUE PLAYS & LONGSHOTS
#3 Proctor's Ledge (ML 4-1) – is going to rate and try to run late; almost caught A Raving Beauty two races back. An extra
1/16th probably would have been enough then, will it be today?

#4 Hawksmoor (ML 6-1) - has the best chance to get out in front and stay there. Her fractions, when taking the lead early, are
better than the other possible early speed alternatives. If Hawk can get away with a first half in more than 48 seconds, she could have
enough left in the tank to go gate-to-wire.

Pace:

• Early Speed: Hawksmoor, Quidura
• Stalkers: A Raving Beauty, Proctor’s Ledge
• Closers: Off Limits

Field Size: 6

As the only true front runner, Hawksmoor might try to get way out front and steal this race. Quidura almost wired the field in his
last, but her fractions don’t match up with Hawk. A Raving Beauty will be right behind just waiting to strike.

The Play: With a lack of early speed, Hawksmoor and Quidura have a chance to set a moderate pace and make it difficult
for the others to pass late. Speed hasn’t really held up, as zero wire-to-wire wins illustrates, but that could change if the pace
is slow.
Distance/Surface Bias: Zero races were won wire-to-wire: Average 1st Call 5.3 – 2nd Call 3.7.
Most Wins by Post Position: In nine races at the distance/surface: Zero wins from the rail, 3 post with three wins, 2 and
6 spots with two wins each.

PICKS
PICK ORDER

M/L ODDS

HORSE #

HORSE NAME

WIN

4-1

5

Quidura

PLACE

7/5

1

A Raving Beauty

SHOW

4-1

3

Proctor's Ledge

WILD CARD

3-1

6

Off Limits

ALTERNATE 1

6-1

4

Hawksmoor

ALTERNATE 2

12-1

2

Indian Blessing
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EXACTA:
1,5/1,3,5,6
TRIFECTA:
1,5/1,3,5/1,3,4,5,6
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